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A STUDY OF D-SPACES
CARLOS R. BORGES AND ALBERT C. WEHRLY

ABSTRACT. The key results herewith are: (1) Semis
tratifiable spaces are D-spaces. (2) Perfect inverse im
ages and closed images of D-spaces are D-spaces. (3)
Paracompact p-spaces are D-spac.es. (4) Monotonically
normal D-spaces are paracompact. Several applications
demonstrate the usefulness of D-spaces. Several interest
ing questions remain open.

A neighborhood assignment for a topological space (X,r) is
a function 'P : X ~ T such that each. x E 'P(x). X is aD-space
if, for each neighborhood assignment 'P, there exist a closed
discrete subset Df{J of X such that {1'P(d) I d EDf{J} covers X.
The first published results on D-s:paces appear in [8], where
it is proved that finite products of Sorgenfrey lines are D
spaces. As stated in [9], E. van Douwen proved that GO-spaces
are paracompact if and only if they are D-spaces; the proof of
this result is known to a privileged few, but it has not yet been
published. Our results, which follow, establish that paracom
pact p-spaces and semistratifiable spaces are D-spaces. Curi
ously, van Douwen's result does not imply ours (it does not
even imply .that metrizable spaces are D-spaces) and ours do
not appear to imply his. Therefore, the search for a "common
denominator" is an open problem.
Several interesting problems, relating to D-spaces, remain
open: Are subparacompact spaces L)-spaces? Is the countable
cartesian product of Sorgenfrey lines a D-space? Is the finite
product of irrational Sorgenfrey lines (i.e. the subspace of ir
rational numbers of the Sorgenfrey line) aD-space?
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Theorem 1. Semistratifiable spaces are D-spaces.

Proof. Let (X, T) be a semistratifiable space. To each U E T
assign a sequence {F(U, n) }n<w of closed subsets of X such that
U = Un<wF(U, n) and F(U, n) C F(V, n) whenever U C V.

Let U = {Ux I x E X} be a neighborhood assignment in X.
For each nEw, let Un = {Ux I X E F(Ux,n)} and X n = {x E
X I Ux E Un}. Clearly, each X j C X j +1 and X = Uj<wXj.
Let jo be the smallest element of w such that Ujo ( and X jo )
is nonempty. By transfinite induction, pick Uxo E Ujo ' Q < 10,
such that
(i) Q < fJ < 'Yo implies xp ¢ UXo '
(ii) X jo C UO<"'YoUxo.
It follows that Do = {x o I Q < 'Yo} is a closed discrete subset
of X: Pick z E Do and note that z E UO<"'Yo UXo ' because
. Do C F(Uo<~Uxo,jo) C UO<"'YoUx o •
Let Qo be the smallest element of ~o
such that z E Ux 00 •
I'
Then V = Uxoo - F(Uo<ooUxo,jo) is a neighborhood of z such
that V n Do = {x oo }, and this also shows that Do is discrete.
Letting X~ = UO<"'YoUxo' let ji be the smallest element of w
such that XiI - X~ 1= 0. Then, let Ujl = {Ux E Ujl I x E XiI 
X~}. Again, by transfinite induction, pick Uxo E Ujl , Q < 11,
such that
(i) Q < {3 < 11 implies X{J ¢ UXo '
(ii)XjI - Xio C UO<"'YI UXo •
Again, we get that D I = {x I Q < II} is a closed discrete
subset of X and, letting X~ = UQ<"'YI UXo ' we get that X i1 c
X~UX~.
It is now clear that, by (ordinary) induction, we can find
integers j < O,j < 1,j < 2, ... , and closed discrete subsets
Di C Xii' i E w, such that
(1) each Xii C U{Ux I x E U~=oDk},
(2) each D i+1 n (U{Ux I x E U~=oDk}) = 0.
Finally, let D = UiewDi and note that {Ux I xED} covers
X, because of (1).
Q
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Next, let us prove that D is a closed discrete subset of X:
Pick Z E X, and let n ·be the smallest integer such that Z E
some U:co with X Oi E D n • Then V = (U:co - Uk=oD k ) U {x is a
neighborhood of z such that V n D = {x o }, which proves that
D is closed and discrete.
Consequently, since D is closed and discrete and {U:c I x E
D} covers X we get that X is a D-space, which completes the
proof.
Ol }

Theorem 2. The perfect inverse image of a D-space is a D
space.
Proof. Let I : X -+-+ Y be a perfect map from X onto a
D-space Y. let {U:c I x E X} be a neighborhood assignment in
X. For each x E X, pick finitely many Xl, .•. ,Xi(x) E f-lf(x)
such that 1- 1 /(x) C UX1 U ... U ~Ui(:c), and then pick open
inverse set U; such that j-l j( x) C U; C U X1 U ... U Ui(x)
. (recall that f is closed). Let 'P : y' --+ X be a function such
that ep(y) E f-l(y) (no continuity required). Let {~ lyE Y}
be the neighborhood assignment in 11" defined by ~ = I(U;(1I»).
Since Y is a D-space, let D be a closed discrete subset of Y such
that {~I Y E D} covers Y. Let D* = U{{Xl' ... ,xi(:c)}IY E D
and X = <p(y)}.
D* is closed and discrete: Note that F-l(D) is closed subset
of X which is the union of the discrete collection {f-l(y)ly E
D} of compact subsets of X. Since D* n f-l(y) is a finite set,
for each y ED, it follows immediately that D* is closed and
discrete.
Since {U:c I· X E D*} clearly covers X, the proof is complete.

Remark. Note that Theorem 2 remains valid if the fibers of
fare D-spaces, a condition which is much weaker than com
pactness.
Corollary 3. If X is aD-space a'nd Y is a compact space,
then X x Y is aD-space.
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Proof. The projection map X x Y
Theorem 2 completes the proof.

-+

X is a perfect map.

Corollary 4. Paracompact p-spaces (or M-spaces) are D-spaces.
Proof. It is well-known that a space X is a paracompact p

space if and only if X is a paracompact M-space if and only if
X is the perfect inverse image of a metrizable space. Theorem
2 completes the proof.
I

Corollary 5. For an M-space X, the following are equivalent.
(a) X is paracompact,
(b) X is aD-space,
(c) X is subparacompact,
(d) X is metric-refinable {i.e. for each open cover U
of X there exists a metric space M and a continuous function
f : X -+-+ M such that {f-l(y) lyE M} refines U).
Proof. From [10] we get that X is an M-space if and only if

there exists a quasi-perfect map f : X -+-+ M onto a metriz
able space M ( i.e. f is closed, continuous and the fibers of f
are countably compact). Since countably compact D-space (or
subparacompact spaces) are easily seen to be compact, Theo
rem 2 completes the proof that (a), (b) and (c) are equivalent.
Theorem 2.2 of [12] says that (d) implies (a) and Theorem 1
of [11] proves that (a) implies (d). This completes the proof.

Theorem 6. The closed continuous image of a D-space is a
D-space.
Proof. Let f : X -+-+ Y be a closed continuous map from a D
space X onto a space Y. Let {UIl lyE Y} be a neigllborhood
assignment in Y. ·For each y E Y and x E f-l(y), let Vx =

f- 1 (U1/). Then

X. Let D
D} covers
for each y
if Xl,X2 E

{~

Ix

be a closed
X. Pick D'
E Y. Thus
D n f-l(y)

E X} is a neighborhood assignment in
discrete subset of X such that {Vx I x E
c D such that D'nf-l(y) is a singleton,
{Vx I xED'} also covers X (note that,.
then V:r:l = ~2).
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Since D' is still closed and discrete, we easily get that f(D')
is also closed and discrete. Since fiD' is one-to-one, let D" =
{y(x) E Y I xED' and /(x) = y(x)} Since {Uy(z) I y(x) ED"}
covers Y and D" is closed and discrete subset of Y, we are done.
It is obvious that closed subspaces of D-spaces are D-spaces.
A non-trivial fact is that F C1 -subspaces of D-spaces are also D
spaces. Open subspaces of D-spaces may fail to be D-spaces.
(The space WI of countable ordinals, with the order topology,
is countably compact but not compact; hence, WI is not a D
space, but WI + 1 is aD-space.)

Proposition 7. If X

is the countable
D-subspaces then X is aD-space.

union of closed

Proof. Let X = Un<wFn, where each Fn is closed D-subspace
of X, and let {U(x) I x E X} be a neighborhood assignment.
Pick a closed discrete subset D1 of F1 such that VI = {U (x) I
x E D1 } Covers Fl. Since {U(x) I x E F2 - U1'I} covers
F2 - UV1 ( a closed subset of F2 ), pick a closed discrete subset
D2 of F2 - UV1 such that 1)2 = {U(x) I x E D2 } covers
F2 - U1)l- Note that DJ = D 1 U D2 is a closed discrete subset
of F1 U F2 such that D 2 = VI U 1)2 covers F 1 U F2 • Inductively,
since {U(x) I x E Fn - UD!_l} covers Fn - UD!_1 (a closed
subset of Fn ), pick a closed discrete subset Dn of FN " - UV!_1
such that
= {,U(x) I x E D n } covers Fn -U1)!_I. Note that
V! = V~-l U D n is a closed idscrete subset of F 1 U ... U Fn

vt

'D:-

such that 1J~ =
1 U'Dn covers F 1 U ... F n •
Letting D
Un<wDn and 1) Un <",1)n, it is easily seen that

=

=

D is a closed discrete subset of X such that {U(x)
covers X. This completes the proof.,

I XED}

Corollary 8. F(f-subsets of D-spaces are D-spaces.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 7 is readily adapted to proving
that if a space X is dominated by a family {Fa I a E A} of
closed D-subspaces, where A is an ordinal number, then X is a
D-space. (One can use transfinite induction, because Ua<pFa
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is a closed subspace of X, for each (3 < A.) Therefore, we get
the much stronger result that follows.

Theorem 9. If a space X is dominated by closed D-subspaces
then X is aD-space.
Again, the space WI of countable ordinals shows that Theo
rem 9 does not generalize to weak topologies.

Corollary 10. If a space X is the union of a hereditarily
closure-preserving (in particular, locally finite) collection of
closed D-subspaces then X is aD-space.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 9. It also fol

lows immediately from Theorem 6 of [2] and Theorem 6.
Theorems 1 and 6 suggest that one look for a characteriza
tion of perfect inverse images of semistratifiable spaces. Unfor
tunately, there are subparacompact spaces which are not per
fect inverse images of semi-stratifiable spaces. For example,
the Sorgenfrey line S is actually paracompact and submetriz
able; if S were the perfect inverse image of a semistratifiable
space then, using the argument in the proof of Theorem 8.1 of
[3], one would get that S is semistratifiable, a contradiction.
These remarks, combined with Theorem 3.2 of [5], prove the
following result.

Proposition 11. For regular spaces, the class of perfect in
verse images of semistratijiable spaces is properly contained in
the class of subparacompact spaces.

The difficulty with proving or disproving that subparacom
pact spaces are D-spaces stems from the fact that they "look
like they are", as the following result shows.

Theorem 12. If (X, T) is a subparacompact space then, for
each open cover U of X, there exists a closed discrete subspace
D of X and a function, : D --+ U such that x E ,(x), for each
xED, and {,(x) I xED} is a subcover ofU.
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Proof. (This result can be proved by using Theorem 1.2{c) of

[5] and a straightforward modification of the proof of Theorem
1; however, after we did so, we realized that this is a well
known result in disguise.) Say U = {UQ I a E A}. Since
subparacompact spaces are irreducible ( i.e. open covers have
minimal open refinements; see [6]), by Theorem 2.3 of [1], there
exists a discrete collection of nonempty closed sets {Tp I {3 E
A'}, with A' c A, such that each T;~ C Up and {Up I {3 E A'}
covers X. To complete the proof, pick a point xp in each Tp, let
D = {xp I {3 E A'} and r : D ~ U be defined by r(xp) = Up.

Remark. Clearly, thanks to Theorem 2.3 of [1] , the nec
essary condition of Theorem 12 is equivalent to irreduciblity.
Henceforth, we will think of irreducibility accordingly.
We conclude out study of D-spaces with a few applications
which show their usefulness.

Proposition 13. A space is Nt-compact and irreducible if
and only if it is Lindelof.
Proof. Since the "if" part is trivial, let us prove the "only
if" part. Let U be an open cover of an irreducible and Nt 
compact space X. Pick a closed discrete subspace D of X and
a subcover {Uz I XED} of U. Since X is Nt-compact, D is
countable: therefore {Uz I xED} is a countable subcover of
U, which completes the proof.

The next result generalizes Theorem 3.5 of [5].

Proposition 14. A space is countably compact and irreducible
if and only it if is compact.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Proposition 13; note that, in
this case, D must be finite.

Similarly, one can prove the following two results.

Proposition 15. Gollectionwise Hausdorff, irreducible spaces
with CCG are Lindelof.
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Proposition 16. Gollectionwise Hausdorff Moore spaces with
GGG are metrizable.

Finally, we prove the following result, which is noteworthy
because it is false for irreducible spaces; it· also raises an inter
esting question.

Theorem 17. A monotonically normal D-space X is para
compact.
Proof. let U be an open cover of (X, r). For each x E X, let
U(x) be an element ofU such that x E U(x) (i.e. cp(x) = U(x),

where <p : X --+ T is a neighborhood assignment.) Then, x --+
U(x)z is also a neighborhood assignment. Therefore, since X
is a D-space, let D be a closed discrete subspace of X such that
{U(x)z I XED} covers X. It follows that {U(x)z I xED}
is cushioned in {U(x) I xED} by the assignment U(x)z --+
U(x) : Let D' C D and pick z f/. UzED'U(X). Pick a neighbor
hood V of z such that V n D' = 0 (this can be done even if
z E D-D', because D is discrete). Note that if ~nU(w)w :f 0,
for some wED' , then w E V or z E U(w), and either is im
possible. This proves that UzED'U(X)z C UzED'U(X). Hence,
{U(x)z I xED} is a cushioned-open refinement of U, and this
proves that (X, r) is paracompact.

Remark. There are monotonically normal irreducible spaces
which are not paracompact: Let X = WI X (w + 1) with the
points of WI x W discretified (see Example 3.9 of [7], where it is
proved that this space is irreducible). To show that X is mono
tonically normal, let us use Theorem 1.2(e) of [4], as follows:
For each (x,n) E WI X w, let {(x,n)}(z,n) = {(x,n)} : for each
]y,x] C WI and nEw, let (]y,n]x]n,w])(z,w) =]y,x]x]n,w].
Question. Are monotonically normal paracompact spaces
D-spaces?
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